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In this short comment, I consider how one of my primary fields of inquiry, alternative dispute resolution (ADR), maps onto Duncan Kennedy’s third globalization of legal thought. The question that motivates this comment is how Kennedy’s categories help to explain both the aspirations and limitations of legal reform movements that offer popular, bottom-up alternatives to adjudication, and what studying these movements may add to his conceptual scheme. I will suggest that, as Kennedy would predict, despite ambitions to transcend conventional legal categories, ADR in the United States exists in an academic and practice-oriented space that is circumscribed by what Kennedy calls neoformalism, on the one hand, and conflicting considerations, on the other hand. But I will also suggest that the specific ways ADR proposes to integrate and transform dominant legal ideals may offer some broader insights into changing ideas of the social in our present political moment.

First a brief review of Kennedy’s categories. Kennedy distinguishes among three globalizations of legal thought that spread throughout the West and elsewhere. The first, which Kennedy calls classical legal thought (CLT) and dates between 1850 and 1914, was characterized by a strict division between public and private law and an emphasis on individualism, will theory, and formal deductive logic as an approach to legal reasoning. The second, which Kennedy calls the social and which he dates between 1900 and 1968, began when critics of CLT refashioned law to address the widespread consequences of industrialization and urbanization, among other social
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transformations. In the social period, law became “a purposive activity, . . . a regulatory mechanism that could and should facilitate the evolution of social life in accordance with ever greater perceived social interdependence at every level, from the family to the world of nations.” Legislatures, judges, and administrative agencies reasoned instrumentally from “the social ‘is’ to the adaptive ought for law” which they, in turn, often “anchored in the normative practices (‘living law’) that groups intermediate between the state and the individual were continuously developing in response to the needs of the new interdependent social formation.”

The third globalization—and subject of our symposium—began during the second half of the twentieth century and comprises reconfigured elements of both CLT and the social in an unsynthesized fashion. As Kennedy explains, during the third globalization, “one trend was to think about legal technique . . . as the pragmatic balancing of conflicting considerations in administering the system created by the social jurists. At the same time, there was a seemingly contrary trend to envisage law as the guarantor of human and property rights and of intergovernmental order through the gradual extension of the rule of law, understood as judicial supremacy.” In other words, Kennedy identifies two contemporary approaches to legal analysis. One is rights-based neoformalism grounded in judicial supremacy. Its analytical roots are in CLT but it applies to human as much as to property rights. The second is pragmatic policy analysis. Its analytical roots are in the social but it no longer purports to advance a single desirable social end but rather to balance conflicting considerations. Significantly, Kennedy describes all these modes of legal thought as “consciousnesses” or “languages”—they provide the vocabulary through which numerous kinds of regulations, cases, and justificatory legal arguments can be articulated. For Kennedy, modes of legal thought are therefore not political ideologies: CLT, the social, neoformalism, and conflicting considerations have all had right and left, conservative and progressive articulations on the ground.
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So how does ADR map onto Kennedy’s third globalization? Here is a possible, if also partial, account. In the United States, modern ADR was born in the late 1970s, during roughly the same historical moment that several scholars describe as a highwater mark for left-liberal faith in the progressive power of courts. Or as Kennedy puts it, during the third globalization leftist faith in the power of the social transformed into “a revival of faith in rights . . . in legal formality . . . and in the judiciary as a nonpolitical, nonmurderous defense against the military-industrial-welfare-administrative state that the social had seemed to have become.” One suggestive way to understand ADR’s emergence during this period is as a progressive reaction to rights formalism.

Indeed, early ADR aspired to answer two sets of criticisms of adjudication. The first set of criticisms emerged from a social-left tradition. Left proponents of informal dispute resolution described legal rights, and the courts that enforce them, as hierarchical, abstract, individuated, and hence nontransformative. In response, they emphasized the political, in addition to the therapeutic, value of mediation as a progressive alternative to rights-based litigation, which they viewed with growing disenchantment. Richard Hofrichter, for example, expressed the hope that community mediation programs would provide “a public forum for questioning the foundations of the legal system” that could “lead to expansion of extralegal methods of protest and organization of the community around collective interests.” A distinct (if small) movement within ADR thus claimed a space for the social outside of rights discourse. Here scholar-practitioners saw possibilities for generating
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bottom-up practices of “living law” within collectives—or rather, more accurately, within geographically bounded neighborhoods and “communities”—as a potential tool to pursue a social redistributivist vision.

The second, and more mainstream, set of criticisms of adjudication was different—it reflected what Kennedy calls a legal realist critique of the social. Here ADR scholars emphasized the limited capacity of central decision-makers to resolve highly contextualized problems under conditions of uncertainty and imperfect knowledge. Although many early ADR proponents regularly invoked the legacy of Roscoe Pound (even naming their foundational conference after his 1906 essay, *The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice*), the institutionalized movement they inspired had little in common with Pound’s second globalization ambitions to achieve the “socialization of the law.” All too aware of “conflict between desiderata,” these ADR proponents assessed the intrinsic difficulties (as well as the inefficiencies and paternalism) in adjudicating what social ends, in fact, are: they emphasized the challenges of making reliable predictions about human desires and behavior and of understanding the real interests of individuals and groups. In response, they infused a conflicting considerations consciousness with bottom-up participation. Aptly reflecting Kennedy’s third globalization description of conflicting considerations, ADR proponents did not envision social-legal problem solving as a project of Society in any unitary or coherent fashion. Instead, they described multiple, even privatized “socials” characterized by fragmentation, the proliferation of identities, the management of difference, and the demise of the idea of one right answer. But although they called for pragmatic and conciliatory strategies to negotiate these sites of difference, they rejected what Kennedy calls “the
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hero figure of the third globalization,” namely, the judge. Instead, they exalted para-professional, open-ended, and flexible processes to foster bottom-up problem solving from below. ADR, we could say, was politically indeterminate.

Having said that, ADR nonetheless encountered two kinds of political criticisms from the left. The first came from public law neoformalism: think, paradigmatically, of Owen Fiss. For Fiss, adjudication was a public social process of deliberative (really foundational) reason, and it was the country’s bulwark against its neoliberal slide towards governance by the private market. By contrast, he argued that ADR was a private self-interested process that reproduced classical legal thought—contract and individual will theory—to resolve legal disputes. Intriguingly, the second criticism was entirely different. Other scholars recycled Foucauldian critiques of the social against ADR. They did not see ADR (like Fiss and many others) as a renewed manifestation of market ideology. Rather, they described ADR as a revival of second globalization public managerial forms of social control designed to deploy harmony ideology and diffuse social conflict, but that operate (unlike earlier social-bureaucratic forms) through the illusion of voluntarism.

Proponents of ADR offered two responses. In the early years of the movement, the first, and exceedingly dominant, response was an unselfconsciousness endorsement of public law neoformalism (perhaps unsurprising, given Kennedy’s observation that in the third globalization neoformal rights consciousness and conflicting considerations consciousness can coexist together). To that end, ADR reformers marshaled their own separate spheres or Legal Process logic—what Frank Sander and Stephen Goldberg called “fitting the forum to the fuss,” and what
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Austin Sarat criticized as “the new formalism.” The idea (articulated in dispute resolution literature most prominently by Lon Fuller) was that experts could identify particular kinds of conflict characteristics and make appropriate processes recommendations. Capturing this, ADR proponents responded to their (neoformal-rights-Fissian) critics by offering to specify the conditions under which courts remained superior to ADR: for example, most, if not all, early ADR proponents endorsed rights-based adjudication for conflicts they deemed to involve the public’s interest.

The second response was more subtle but also more ambitious. A group of ADR proponents theorized ways to expand the sphere of social conflict that they argued was properly resolved using conflicting considerations rather than formal rights-based techniques. But they justified this expansion by arguing that conflicting considerations problem solving offered new, inventive and plural spaces not for judges or legislatures to engage in policy analysis but rather for individuals themselves to manage their own conflicts and generate their own norms. (This response prefigures the direction that later alternative movements in law, such as new governance, would explicitly, if also uneasily, pursue.)

A good early example is Robert Mnookin’s work advocating for the resolution of divorce and custody disputes via negotiation and mediation rather than adjudication. Against critics who argued for formal rights-based legalism in family matters, Mnookin insisted that emotional relationships as well as power imbalances
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and externalities can and should be managed within the institutions of ADR (at times with the aid of the state, which could alter baseline bargaining endowments). And against critics who compared ADR to earlier (second globalization) forms of social control, Mnookin argued that he was calling for volitional, self-determining forms of private ordering based on the principles of individual liberty and efficiency. His idea, in brief, was to enable individuals to manage the emotional, altruistic, and simultaneously self-interested relationships that cut across all the spheres of their existence by combining contractual exchange with principled, normative negotiation.

As I have traced in detail elsewhere, the particular combination of relational norms and contractual exchange that Mnookin and others were working out in the 1970s and 1980s as a new model of dispute resolution became, by the 1990s and 2000s, the dominant discourse of the field. Today, ADR regularly envisions communities of people who resolve legal conflict, correct criminal behavior, make deals, and manage organizations because they are bound together by affective, interpersonal, and principled ethical relationships, as much as by the mutual self-interest of the market or the collective political belonging of the nation-state. In the remainder of this comment, I want to suggest that ADR’s vision of localized problem-solving communities points towards a reconstructed idea of the social that is, perhaps, increasingly characteristic of third globalization legal thought.

In the last two decades, we have witnessed an explosion of efforts that, like ADR, have infused a relational discourse of the social into both market and political governance—for example, terms like social capital, social networks, and social trust. Here the social is not wholly as Kennedy describes it. In the third globalization, Kennedy identifies the presence of the social in two distinct forms. The first form, as suggested above, is the transfiguration of the social into conflicting considerations policy analysis, which, Kennedy explains, is politically indeterminate. The second form is an independent or “left-over social [that] is now, in the law of the market, almost always a progressive stance,” and which is characteristically expressed in the
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language of human rights. And, certainly, there is that—a phenomenon that is well analyzed by scholars who have traced the social’s reintegration into global economic discourse, and who have observed the various ways in which its progressive potential is instrumentalized to serve market ends.

But I think there is something else too: namely, a reconstructed idea of the social that is neither left-wing progressive activism (framed in rights discourse or otherwise) nor right-wing market cooptation. Rather, it is much closer to the understanding of the social that economic philosopher Friedrich Hayek endeavored to recover in his writings on the rule of law—one that is illustrative of interactive and localized human processes. Here the social is not a normative/redistributivist idea that signifies “that ‘society’ ought to hold itself responsible for the particular material position of all its members” (at work, Kennedy explains, in the second globalization social “study”). Nor is it a normative/functional idea that dictates “that the processes of society should be deliberately directed to particular results” (perhaps made most famous in U.S. law by Roscoe Pound). It is instead reminiscent of
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Kennedy’s second globalization description of “the normative practices (‘living law’)” that order interdependent social formations. But unlike in the second globalization, today these normative practices do not necessarily belong to “groups intermediate between the state and the individual,” nor do they necessarily address themselves to a legislative or judicial audience for “new rules of state law.” Rather the social is now often a descriptive idea used to commend the processes among people—or, more accurately, among individuals participating in networks—who collaborate successfully to produce both relationships and things.

I began to contemplate this reconstructed idea of the social by considering how a small group of ADR proponents proposed to combine relational and economic logics as they worked out a theory of private dispute resolution designed to limit the force of adjudication and rights discourse and to infuse dominant forms of pragmatic policy balancing with a bottom-up, relational ideal. But, again, this idea of the social is not confined to ADR. It emerges quite prominently, for example, in writing devoted to improving relations of market exchange. Consider two brief examples. In 1988, James Coleman published an article widely credited for coining the term social capital. In that article, he described how intra-family and community relations—in distinction to material resources like money or human resources like education—influence children’s performance in schools. Coleman, in turn, used these models of the family and the community to describe what he famously called capital that is produced through “relations among persons,” and to challenge dominant depictions of market exchange grounded solely in principles of utility maximization rather than equally in “norms, interpersonal trust, social networks, and social organization.”

Building on Coleman’s ideas, in 1995, Francis Fukuyama argued for the creation of “a high degree of trust between individuals who [are] not related to one another, and hence a solid basis for social capital.” He explored how families
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produce various forms of sociability by cultivating shared ethical values as well as how “strong private economic institutions that go beyond the family” such as business organizations can foster similar forms. Like ADR proponents, he argued against the organization of society based primarily on litigation, lawyering, and policing rather than active, participatory human collaboration—the more trust in a society, the less it requires an “intrusive, rule-making government to regulate social relations.” And like Coleman, he challenged descriptions of economic behavior based exclusively on theories of rational self-interest. “[T]here is a mistaken tendency,” he claimed, “encouraged by contemporary economic discourse, to regard the economy as . . . a realm in which individuals come together only to satisfy their selfish needs and desires . . . . But in any modern society, the economy constitutes one of the most fundamental and dynamic arenas of human sociability.” Thus Fukuyama—famous for his claim that liberal capitalism is “the end of history”—envisioned a market economy comprised not of atomistic, narrowly self-interested individuals but rather of explicitly social forms of organization. These forms, he explained, are like the (idealized, well-functioning) family but “allow unrelated people to collaborate,” because they foster “social ties and moral obligation[s]” and even “social solidarity” that extend across associational, professional, not-for-profit and for-profit corporate networks and groups. He thus argued for an understanding of the market as a place of community, social network, and morality, not simply alienation, selfishness, and greed.

We can read Fukuyama as providing a large-scale articulation of ADR. Like Fukuyama, ADR offers a theory of social problem solving that strives to make compatible oppositional logics such as efficiency and social connection: social relations are put into the service of economic exchange and economic exchange is configured as social relations. In our present political moment of late neoliberalism, this is a seductive harmonizing vision. Today the social dimensions of our collective life have continued to emerge transformed from state-enforced entitlements and
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social insurance not (or not only) into rational self-interested calculations, absolutist claims for rights, or pragmatic policy analysis from above, but also into ethical aspirations to nurture responsible, morally-saturated, and localized social relations by market and political actors themselves: governors, businesses, employers, laborers, producers, citizens, and consumers.47 In other words, I am venturing that today we have a relational ideal of the social that is neither public law neoformalism or even the pragmatic balancing of conflicting considerations, that is not materialist or identitarian, and that cannot be reduced to holdover ideas from the second globalization on the left.

This reconfigured social that has been cultivated in legal reform movements such as ADR is emphatically not a praxis of political choice driven by a vision of distributive justice to guide action in the face of undecidability.48 But neither is it ideology invariably “skewed against the masses, and in favor of ‘the interests.’”49 To theorize it on its own terms, it is yet another iteration of what Kennedy calls, like law, an “unmeetable demand for ethical rationality in the world.”50 So, to conclude, I would suggest that today the social has regained some political indeterminacy.
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